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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an overview of the reasons for preserving and enhancing the
community forest in Thousand Oaks. It discusses the impact trees have on the City and
outlines the objectives of the City’s forestry program.
A.

The Community Forest

The community forest, with its native oak trees, is Thousand Oaks' largest, most visible,
and arguably most important natural resource. Both environmentally and aesthetically,
the forest makes the city a better place to live.
To fully understand the importance of trees to Thousand Oaks it might be helpful to
imagine a completely treeless city. It would be a stark landscape--hot, dry and
monochromatic. The air would be devoid of fragrance, quiet of the sound of birds and
the rustle of leaves. Sidewalks would be hostile places, barren of shade and greenery,
and unadorned by the artful play of shadow patterns created by leaf and limb. The City
could be as much as ten degrees hotter than it is now if its forest cover were suddenly
gone. Stairs would be the only things our children could climb. And without trees, we
would have no living clocks marking the passage of time in our lifetimes--and no green
monuments to the past.
The Thousand Oaks Community Forest program seeks to strengthen the connection
between trees and people in the city. It seeks to maximize the long-term benefits which
trees provide to people by enhancing the environment and care which people provide to
trees. In doing so, the plan aspires toward an ecological ethic in which the human
species lives in creative harmony with the natural and landscaped environment.
Trees are under increasing stresses of human origin. Pavement and structures cover
and compact the soil, depriving roots of room, water, air and nutrients. Trenching
severs existing roots. Car doors and delivery trucks slam into trunks, and vandals
deface trees, scraping off life-carrying tissues under the bark. In many regions, polluted
air affects the natural processes by clogging leaf pores with particulates and toxins or
pouring down acid rain. Reflected heat bakes trunks and foliage, at the same time that
climatic changes are resulting in longer droughts, and threaten hotter summers and
stronger winds. Beset by such stresses, city trees become more susceptible to insects
and disease.
As community forests have declined across the nation, an ever larger proportion of
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equally stressed municipal tree budgets have gone toward removing trees. One of the
goals of selective tree removal is to maintain a progressive planting program that will
help replenish and perpetuate the community forest.
At a time when the world's rain forests are being systematically destroyed,
indiscriminate logging is deprecating world timber resources, and the woodlands of
Europe and eastern North America are succumbing to acid rain, our community forests
are also in crisis. Paradoxically--and perhaps promisingly--it is also a time when
massive reforestation efforts have been proposed to help absorb the carbon dioxide
largely responsible for the worldwide greenhouse effect. By contributing to this effort, it
may be that the aggressive re-greening of our communities will prove an important step
in the restoration of our planet.
The basic means of overcoming the stresses that beset urban trees and restoring the
vigor of the community forest is to plant the right tree, in the right place, with an
appropriate planting area and proper care. Coupled with community education and
participation, these are the essential elements of creating and maintaining a community
forest.
Community forestry combines three professional traditions: that of the arboriculturist,
whose focus of concern is the health of the individual tree; that of the landscape
architect, who helps find the fit between natural environments and human needs,
including the need for beauty; and that of the forester or arboriculturist, whose specialty
is the management of the whole forest and its entire life cycle. It is this holistic
perspective--treating the community forest as an integrated asset that transcends
property lines and political jurisdictions--which separates community forestry from
traditional municipal tree management.
B.

THE BENEFIT OF TREES

In economic terms, the American Forests (AF) organization estimates the amenity value
of a community tree to be twenty-five times greater than the value of a tree grown
strictly for its lumber. According to the AF, such a tree "is appraised more like real
estate than a commodity". Its value derives from the many benefits it bestows on
individual residents, the community and the larger ecosystem. These benefits include:
•

Trees impart a distinctive character and identity to the City and its various
neighborhoods. Thousand Oaks is noted for its environmental amenities, which
trees help create. To come home to a green and shaded community establishes
a powerful "sense of place".

•

Trees establish visual harmony and continuity along the City's streets. The
experience of driving--which is such a large part of the experience of Thousand
Oaks and southern California—is more pleasurable along tree-lined streets. If a
single tree is a thing of beauty, a well-designed tree-lined street can be a striking
2
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experience. Distinctive plantings on major streets also help orient drivers making
the City more "imageable" and therefore easier to navigate.
•

Trees enrich the aesthetic experience of the City, adding pleasing shapes,
colors, fragrance, texture, scale and seasonal change. The beauty which trees
add to any landscape is especially appreciated in urban settings, where most
people live and work and where environmental amenities are harder to find.

•

Trees soften and screen urban development. Combined with good planning and
design, they are effective healers of the visual environment, helping to meld
diverse urban structures and uses with a green unity and adding a natural
dimension to the City's growth over time.

•

Trees help reduce perceived noise. Dense foliage that visually screens a noise
source helps reduce the perceived noise levels in the area.

•

Trees help increase and stabilize property values. Realtors report that trees
increase residential property values. Commercial districts, as well, are
strengthened by the enhanced image trees provide. The economic return to the
City in the form of property, sales and transfer taxes is substantial.

•

Trees enhance children's play. They are natural playthings, full of life, and help to
stimulate a child's imagination and sense of wonder.

•

Trees enhance people's sense of connection to nature and history. Emotionally
and symbolically, trees represent people's relation to that which is larger than
themselves. They allow us to experience the natural world in a tangible form for
which we feel responsible. Since trees, like people, grow and change through
time, we identify with them. Since they often live longer than we do, they link us
to times beyond our own, spanning past and future generations. In short, trees
become part of our personal environment and as such have an important
psychological value, enriching people's passage through time as well as space.

•

Trees enhance civic pride and involvement. Tree planting programs allow
citizens to participate in creating a city they can be proud of.

•

Trees provide shade and help cool "urban heat islands", reducing energy costs
and consumption. During the summer a shade tree may prevent 80 to 90
percent of the sun's rays from reaching the ground. The daily moisture
transpired from one large tree can have the cooling effect of five average room
air conditioners running 20 hours a day. One study showed that air in a two-acre
oak forest was 7 to 9 degrees cooler than air above a nearby grass fairway and
37 to 39 degrees cooler than in an asphalt parking lot.

•

Trees moderate wind. The funneling of wind by buildings within a city, and its
3
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strength over large paved areas, can be reduced by vegetation. A 20-mph wind
can be cut to 5-mph by a loose screen of trees.

C.

•

Trees absorb carbon dioxide, counteracting the global "greenhouse effect".
Photosynthesis fixes carbon in the biomass of a tree, where it stays
"sequestered" as long as the tree lives. In this way, an average tree captures
nearly half a ton of carbon dioxide over the first 30 years of its life. Worldwide
planting efforts might therefore give our species the “breathing room” it needs to
drastically reduce fossil fuel emissions before the atmospheric buildup of carbon
dioxide throws the global climate system out of control.

•

Trees produce oxygen and filter airborne particulates, helping to reduce air
pollution. A tree's production of oxygen replenishes the atmosphere and dilutes
pollutants. Airborne particulate pollution is also trapped on the surface of leaves,
which act as significant "scrubbers" or filters--since the surface area of a tree
may be a thousand times the surface area of the ground beneath it. In addition,
the heightened humidity around plants condenses on particulates and causes
them to settle out in a process called "air washing". Some studies even indicate
that plants directly absorb certain pollutants like sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
dioxide.

•

Trees can help reduce soil erosion and surface runoff, leading to a steadier and
cleaner supply of water. Trees protect soil by breaking the fall of raindrops,
absorbing water through their roots, covering the ground with protective humus,
slowing runoff, and knitting the soil with roots. Trees also reduce sediment loss,
which can drastically reduce water quality. By removing the trees, the slow
release of water from forested lands can result in excessive runoff and flooding.

•

Trees provide habitat for birds and other wildlife. Trees are a city's prime
medium for attracting wildlife. A single oak, for example, can provide home and
food for as many as 300 species of insects, which in turn provide food for
numerous species of birds.
HISTORY OF TREES IN THOUSAND OAKS

For the most part, the urban forest now seen in Thousand Oaks is the result of the
City’s regulations and development pattern, an artifact of settlement. It is truly a
"community forest", planted to serve uniquely human purposes--from aesthetics to
home sales--as the area was developed. It is complemented by an extensive natural
open space system that protects approximately 40% of the City’s Planning Area, and
thousands of oaks, sycamores, and other indigenous trees in their native habitat.
Many of the trees in the urban forest, like the City’s residents, have their historical roots
not in the Conejo Valley but all over the world. Eucalyptus from Australia, elms from
Asia, plane trees from Europe, pines and palms from the Canary Islands, ash trees from
4
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Arizona, and sweet gums from the eastern United States are among the most numerous
species in the City. As people have settled here, they have brought with them a
preference for trees like those they knew in their homelands--often places with
environmental conditions very different from those of Thousand Oaks. The result is a
somewhat eclectic forest, young, and not particularly well rooted in the conditions or
traditions of the region.
There were trees here when the Chumash lived on this land, and some of those trees
still remain today. For millennia, the tree community was of vital importance to the
valley's human community. The Chumash people congregated beneath the oaks each
autumn to harvest the rich supply of fallen acorns, which were ground by stone mortar
and pestle into a flour that was a dietary staple. The Indians also harvested the berries
of a variety of chaparral plants and the seeds of the native bunch grasses and
perennials. Today, oaks still punctuate the City, reminders of an earlier time and
landscape. Along streambeds and in other protected open space areas, other native
species remain from the Conejo Valley's original landscape--California sycamores,
willows, bay laurel, big leaf maples and black walnuts.
The era of the rancho and farmstead left more layers to the valley's landscape, marked
by characteristic species and patterns of trees, and by prolonged grazing that left the
land and surrounding hills covered in introduced grasses rather than native chaparral
and oaks. Driving around town, one still encounters densely planted eucalyptus
windbreaks, rows of elms shading former roadways, and masses of California peppers
(a misnomer--it's from Peru) enclosing and protecting old houses from wind. As with the
native species, these trees convey the texture of an earlier agricultural landscape.
If trees help us read the history of the City's landscape, they are also the means to
make history. Young trees planted today will become the grand community forest of the
next century, profoundly affecting the quality of life in Thousand Oaks while connecting
people today with future generations. Just as in the past, the reasons we plant today
will be read far into the future.
We will, of course, continue to plant for our own satisfaction and pleasure. However, if
we choose species demanding great supplies of water, we may be remembered more
for our shortsightedness than for our leafy legacy. On the other hand, as our knowledge
and perspective expand to encompass the potential effect of tree planting on climate
change and other far-reaching problems, we may be remembered as the first
generation to plant comprehensively for the future well-being of the planet as a whole as
well as for the comfort and delight of our community.
If we choose to keep the long-term health of the planet in mind as we set about
expanding and modifying our forest, our connection with the trees of Thousand Oaks
will become emblematic of the balanced and healthy connection between people and
nature. Our role in the continuum of the life cycle will bring us full circle, to the time the
Chumash gathered under the oaks a millennium ago--a time when people equated trees
with life itself.
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CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF THE COMMUNITY
FORESTRY PROGRAM
The Thousand Oaks community forestry program is a mutual effort of the City Council,
business people, developers, residents, City staff and other public agencies. This
chapter provides a synopsis of the community forestry program. It introduces roles and
responsibilities relating to trees in Thousand Oaks.
A.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

As with any City, developers have played a major role in the creation of the community
forest. All new development is required to have street trees and other landscaping
along streets, median landscaping on major arterials, and protected status for existing
oak and landmark trees of designated sizes.
Currently, the City, through its Public Works Department and Community Development
Department, oversees the planning and installation of all street trees and other
landscaping. References to either the Public Works Director or the Community
Development Director in this document shall refer to the individual director or a
designee. This will often be the City’s Landscape Supervisor or Landscape Architect,
who are also advisors to the department heads. Upon completion of development and
acceptance of the established trees, the City may exercise authority over maintenance
of all trees within the public right-of-way and public service easement. Other public
agencies, such as the Conejo Recreation and Park District, Conejo Open Space
Conservation Agency, Cal Trans, Conejo Valley Unified School District and Southern
California Edison have responsibility for trees in other areas of the City.
Individual residents, homeowners' associations and businesses, besides developing
and maintaining their own landscape improvements, are responsible for preserving oak
and landmark trees on their properties.
These various responsibilities and the means by which they are carried out are
specified in a series of ordinances, resolutions, standards, and planning documents
adopted by the City Council. Their main provisions are summarized in Chapter 4 of this
Element, entitled “Related Policies and Regulations”.
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CHAPTER 3
ISSUES AND POLICIES
This chapter sets forth the City policies for preserving and enhancing the community
forest.
A.

ESTABLISHING A COMPREHENSIVE VISION OF THE COMMUNITY FOREST

Since the early 1970s the concern of Thousand Oaks for its natural environment has
resulted in a number of ordinances and other measures relating to trees. Taken
together, these documents have guided the City's tree programs over the years.
Among the major purposes of the Community Forest Element is to consolidate and
systematize the City's various laws and policies related to trees into one comprehensive
statement regarding its community forest. The following is a listing of issues and
specific policies that pertain to the enhancement of the community forest.
Topic: Implementation of the Community Forestry Program
Policies
F-1

The community forestry program shall be implemented in accordance with the
Community Forest Element and the Thousand Oaks Forestry Master Plan
including the comprehensive goals statement contained in said master plan. The
statement is an overview of public policy, complementing the existing ordinances
and providing a single point of reference and coordination among them. It sets
broad goals and specific objectives by which the success of the forestry program
in meeting the City's intentions can be judged.

F-2

The community forestry program shall be implemented in accordance with a
coherent body of City ordinances incorporating provisions of the Forestry Master
Plan. The City shall ensure that all existing tree-related ordinances are in
alignment with the Master Plan.

Topic: Review of Community Forest Element and Forestry Master Plan
The discipline of community forestry, the City of Thousand Oaks, and the environment
in general will continue to undergo major changes, which will in turn necessitate flexible
responses. Increasing experience with the City's trees and growing awareness of their
needs and benefits will require periodic adjustments to the City's forestry program and
policies.
7
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Policy:
F-3

The City shall periodically review and update the Forestry Master Plan and
Forestry Element. The review will include ample opportunity for public
participation and may result in a revised document for adoption by the City
Council. Minor changes to the plan, including adjustments, maintenance and
planting practices, addition of educational materials, and changes to wording or
facts in the text may be made at any time by the Community Development
Director and/or the Public Works Director. Changes to policies, ordinances,
species lists, or tree removal criteria can only be made by the City Council, which
will seek the recommendations of City staff.

B.

MAINTAINING THE EXISTING FOREST

Topic: Tree Planting and Maintenance Practices
Many trees in Thousand Oaks' community forest are now reaching maturity, resulting in
the need for increased pruning, sidewalk repair and other maintenance. With a
maturing forest, the City can expect greater expenditures for its community forest,
especially compared to the early years when the expense of planting the forest was
largely borne by developers. These costs may be stabilized in time by choosing and
siting trees more carefully and by following a proactive maintenance program. But a
healthy community forest will continue to require a healthy investment of community
resources.
Consistent maintenance standards are essential. Workers are sometimes confronted
with conflicting information and opinions regarding pruning and other maintenance
techniques, not infrequently from residents concerned with work fronting their property.
Policy:
F-4

City tree work shall be performed in accordance with uniform planting and
maintenance standards and practices, reflecting the best current knowledge of
tree care. City crews shall apply these standards to all public tree work.

Topic: Training and Collaboration
A high level of experience and training on city crews needs to be maintained. Instituting
standards for all work relating to the City's forest will ensure the longest possible life for
each individual tree, while also increasing job satisfaction due to newly acquired
professional skills.
Policies:
8
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F-5

A comprehensive training program for City tree-workers, with incentives for
certification in various aspects of horticulture and arboriculture, shall be provided.
This program should be centered on regular in-house training sessions. The
primary goal of these sessions should be to impart to each participant a
thorough, working knowledge of the standards and practices contains in the
maintenance manual and current standards of the trade as applied to the City’s
prevalent tree species.

F-6

Routine collaboration between City tree workers and other City staff involved in
tree related activities shall be encouraged in order to exchange ideas, to improve
training, and to solve problems. Topics of discussion should focus on improving
maintenance practices, pests/diseases, resolution of specific problems
encountered by City crews, pruning and other technical issues.

Topic: Tree Inventory
Current knowledge of the forest's composition and condition is fundamental to good
forest management. Tree-by-tree information about the forest allows sound decisions
to be made on every level of tree care, from routine servicing of individual trees to
species selections that foster overall forest diversity.
Policy:
F-7

A tree inventory should be developed and maintained to schedule annual work
programs including planting schedules, maintenance and removal priorities. The
work programs should be predicated on achieving the maximum long-term health
and value of the community forest and should be the primary basis for annual
budget requests to carry out the community forestry program.

Topic: Tree and Landscape Maintenance Practices
Valuable maintenance time and resources must not be expended on tasks which are
not essential to the health of the community forest. A plant requires relatively little
maintenance when it is well adapted to the natural conditions of its site and when its
mature size fits the available space. On the other hand, plants which require more
water than the local climate provides, or are stressed by local soil conditions, or are
planted where they conflict with buildings, available planter space, utilities or traffic flow
will require constant attention. Appropriate maintenance therefore begins with
appropriate plant selection and siting. Once the right plant has been established,
appropriate maintenance consists in large part of allowing it to grow to its natural size
and appearance.
Policies:
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F-8

Available maintenance resources should be concentrated on those activities
which will have the most benefit to the long term health of the community forest.
Timely and appropriate maintenance will help extend the projected life span of a
tree, thus reducing future budget requirements. Pruning should be undertaken
only to rectify hazardous conditions, to enhance the health and natural shape of
a plant or to remedy conflicts with surrounding uses. Superfluous pruning,
especially the manicuring of shrubs and trees or pruning to reduce canopy
coverage, should not be undertaken.

F-9

Turf in medians and publicly maintained parkways should be minimized in favor
of mulches and attractive drought tolerant plantings to conserve water and
maintenance funds. The expense, in terms of both water use and labor, should
be systematically reduced by eliminating turf in public areas other than those
where the ground surface is actually used for play or other recreational purposes,
or where grass makes a critical contribution to the visual environment as an
accent or special feature. .

F-10 Removal of street trees shall only occur in accordance with objective tree
removal criteria and a clear process of evaluation and consultation. City staff
should consult with the Public Works Director regarding any proposed street tree
removal, except in cases of imminent danger to life or property. Appeals should
be made to the Public Works Director, and the City Council, in that order.
Residents frequently request the City to remove maturing street trees which have
damaged sidewalks or utilities. Although the City will repair the damage and replace
such trees for free at the first occurrence, residents often object to replacements
because they fear similar problems in the future for which they might be responsible.
Topic: Selection of Replacement Trees
Policy:
F-11 The City should replace every street tree removed with an appropriate new tree
not likely to cause the same problem for which the original tree was removed. In
addition to other design factors, the conditions and constraints of the site from
which a tree is removed should be carefully considered in selecting a
replacement tree. The intent is to learn from past experience while maintaining a
full forest cover.
Topic: Design Solutions to Reduce Damage
Repaired sidewalks are often re-damaged if a tree is allowed to remain. A mature tree
may well be judged more valuable than the sidewalk, justifying the cost of replacing the
sidewalk on a periodic basis. However, steps can be taken to preserve such trees while
10
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minimizing future repair costs. The same measures can be put in place when a tree is
first installed if the species or situation can be expected to cause problems later.
Policy:
F-12 Special design solutions such as flexible paving and root barriers should be
utilized, where appropriate, to minimize potential pavement damage from tree
roots. City staff should consider whether the immediate surroundings of a tree
can be modified to better accommodate the tree to its site. Techniques to be
considered include grade beams, bridging, special concrete depth and width,
concrete reinforcing, root pruning, and alternative street design and layout. In
such cases, care should be taken that the special solutions provide fully for
disabled accessibility, pedestrian and traffic safety and other functional
considerations.
Topic: Tree Protection
Street trees, while a highly visible element of the community forest, comprise only a
portion of it. The privately owned segment of the community forest contains trees that
are of great value to the whole community.
Policies:
F-13 The City's legacy of trees shall be preserved through the rigorous enforcement of
its Oak and Landmark Tree Ordinances. City staff shall keep current with
research and practices relating to oak tree preservation and should disseminate
such information to maintenance personnel, property owners and others
responsible for the City's oak and landmark trees.
F-14 The City should identify and protect historic trees within the community. The City
Council should designate specific trees in the City for protection under the
Historic Tree designation. Such trees should not be damaged, pruned or
removed without City approval.
F-15 Where practical, the City should strive to preserve mature trees of any species
when associated with a development proposal.
Topic: Tree Maintenance Practices
The tree maintenance done by landscape contractors and others in the City may be of
inconsistent quality. The quality of care given the trees on private as well as public
property greatly affects the overall health and beauty of the City's forest. Assuring high
quality care also protects the public from potentially hazardous practices and assists
consumers in obtaining the level of service for which they have paid.
11
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Policies:
F-16 All tree pruning on City land not being undertaken by City crews shall be
approved by City staff. All pruning shall comply with International Society of
Arboriculture and City maintenance standards. Pruning should not be performed
solely to reduce canopy coverage except as determined appropriate by the
Public Works Director.
F-17 and F-18 Repealed.
F-19 City staff should monitor tree pest and disease problems that may affect
Thousand Oaks and take preventive measures to minimize their impact. Staff
should also keep abreast of tree problems within both the City and the region,
and apply prudent and effective means of controlling them. Such means should
be based on the maintenance of healthy and resistant tree stock, rather than the
widespread application of pesticides.
F-20 The City shall properly dispose of removed trees and clippings, to control the
spread of pests and disease and recycle tree waste to the maximum extent
feasible.
C.

EXTENDING THE FOREST

Topic: Tree Planting
Thousand Oaks is expected to complete the "build-out" of most developable areas by
2030. Developers will continue to provide street trees in these new areas, with guidance
from the City, bringing the initial planting of the community forest to its completion as
well. At the same time, individual property owners and the City will continue to add
trees to areas that have already been developed.
Policies:
F-21 The City shall ensure complete street tree plantings of appropriate species, scale
and spacing in all new developments. Developers will be required to provide
street trees in accordance with applicable ordinances. This will ensure that the
community's character is maintained through a constant, consistent forest;
significantly reduce the amount of heat the community produces, resulting in
reduced cooling costs and energy consumption; and help make the City more
pedestrian friendly. To enhance canopy coverage, alternatives such as narrower
streets, greater use of medians and bumped-out planting bulbs within the parking
lane should be considered.
12
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F-22 A diversity of species and ages of trees should be assured throughout the City in
order to avoid potentially unhealthy monocultures. Plantings along major streets
should provide for differences between median and curbside plantings or similar
means of introducing variety while maintaining landscape consistency. Plantings
along single neighborhood streets may be of a single species, although the use
of accent species at corners or as an understory is encouraged. City staff should
use a tree inventory to monitor Citywide species composition and should
recommend changes to landscape submittals based on achieving the City’s
objectives. Age diversity should be achieved by immediately replacing individual
trees as they are removed, by intermixing fast and slow growing species, and by
planting replacement trees next to declining trees where feasible.
Topic: Tree Selection
Species that are not well matched to the environmental or engineering constraints of
their site may result in problems in the future. Not only do such species perform poorly,
but their performance may discourage people from planting additional trees.
Policies:
F-23 Plant species which are well adapted to the planting site and which will create
maximum benefits with minimum problems should be planted. Proposed species
should be carefully evaluated as to their likely performance in a given situation,
the problems they may pose, and their ability to deliver the benefits that the
planting is intended to provide. Trees should be selected using species selection
and design guidelines and the planting palette from the Forestry Master Plan.
F-24 Adequate space and site conditions should be provided for healthy tree growth to
full maturity. City staff should evaluate proposed planting sites and suggest
modifications that will provide for the best possible growing conditions for the
trees. In particular, adequate unconstricted, uncompacted root room and ample
air space for the trees full growth should be provided. In new developments
utilities should be undergrounded outside the root zone of street trees. Narrow
existing parkways should be widened wherever possible. Larger planting areas
with clusters of trees should be encouraged.
Topic: Replanting Existing Neighborhoods
Policy:
F-25 The City should actively plant or replant existing neighborhoods where trees are
missing. The City should undertake an active program to assure the full
complement of street trees in existing neighborhoods. Based on a tree inventory,
City staff should prioritize those areas most in need of trees. Planting should be
13
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carried out either by City crews or through a neighborhood planting program
combining City support with the volunteer labor of residents. In either case,
residents should be advised and their comments solicited well in advance of the
proposed planting, both through community associations and by notices sent to
all addresses where trees are to be planted. The City should actively seek the
involvement of homeowners associations, service clubs, businesses and other
groups.
D.

ACHIEVING THE OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT OF TREES

Topic: Tree Canopy Coverage
As environmental problems increase in magnitude and scope, the environmental
benefits of trees become increasingly important to the community and to the world at
large.
Energy consumption must be reduced as much as possible to support an increasingly
energy-poor world. Unshaded parking lots contribute significantly to the "urban heat
island" effect, as well as increasing the need for air conditioning for neighboring
buildings.
Policy:
F-26 The tree canopy coverage of parking areas should be maximized in all
developments. City staff shall administer and enforce parking lot landscape
design guidelines. Furthermore, trees prone to messy insect problems or excess
leaf/flower drop should be discouraged in parking areas to avoid problems (such
as tree droppings and stained car finishes) that usually result in the removal of
trees.
Topic: Water Management
Water is a precious, non-renewable resource in Thousand Oaks. Watering of all
landscaping in the City should reflect the region's natural limitations of rainfall.
Policy:
F-27 The City should adopt a water management plan for all public plantings in the
City. This will have the following goals: reducing irrigation of medians, matching
plant choices to available rainfall for all major public plantings, using permeable
paving where feasible to help recharge groundwater, and using water-conserving
irrigation systems and practices.
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Topic: Participation in State and National Initiatives
The City's community forest program can have far-reaching implications. The
connection between the City and other organizations devoted to trees can strengthen
and reinforce the City's community forest program.
Policies:
F-28 The City should continue to participate in the "Tree City, USA" program of the
National Arbor Day Foundation.
F-29 The City should participate in reforestation programs with non-profit
organizations where appropriate.
Topic: Planting Native Trees
Oaks are the official city trees of Thousand Oaks. The continued use of oaks and other
native species as major thematic trees in the City needs to be assured. These native
trees are particularly high in wildlife value, and are also intricately linked to the character
of Thousand Oaks. Their numbers in the region and in the State are dwindling. Since
oaks in particular are relatively slow-growing and require ample room for full
development, they are sometimes passed over in favor of other species
Policies:
F-30 A variety of oaks and other species native to this area should be planted in
appropriate situations. The use of oaks should be encouraged where
appropriate and adequate growing conditions can be provided. The design of
major streets should seek to create spaces where oaks can be used as an
accent tree. Oaks should be considered in special planting areas and at
important intersections and other visually important spots. Any oak or landmark
tree removed by development should be replaced with trees of the same species,
as determined by the size of the tree removed and pursuant to the Oak and
Landmark Tree Ordinances.
F-31 The City should participate in efforts to protect, preserve and plant oaks in the
State.
E.

ACHIEVING THE OPTIMUM AESTHETIC BENEFIT OF TREES

Topic: Streetscape Themes
Among the main reasons that communities plant trees is for their appearance and the
natural character that they impart to the human environment. To maximize these
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benefits is to maximize the value of the community forest and the quality of life within
the community.
The coherence of plantings on major streets and the expression of neighborhood
identity through distinctive plantings have not always been realized due to the
segmented nature of development. Since the most common visual experience of
Thousand Oaks is from behind the steering wheel of a car, the quality of street tree
plantings has an important impact on how the community is perceived.
Policies:
F-32 An overall image of the community should be developed through coherent
plantings along it’s major streets. The planting schemes for extensions of major
streets should extend or improve on the dominant theme and form of the existing
portions. In addition, the City should prioritize opportunities to increase the
amount, quality and coherence of plantings on existing arterials, including the
addition of medians on streets and self-contained planters where medians are
not possible (such as on overpasses), and recommend these priorities for
inclusion in the community forest program's annual budget request. Both
extensions and enhancements should follow the design guidelines of the
Forestry Master Plan.
F-33 The civic identity of the City should be enhanced by special plantings at major
intersections and other highly visible places. Developments at major
intersections should be required to provide special landscape treatments at such
corners, pursuant to the Guidelines for Landscape Planting. In reviewing
proposed developments, City staff should assure the compatibility of these
treatments with the intersection's other corners and with adjacent street
landscaping. Staff should also include funding priorities for public improvements
at major intersections and visual nodes in the forestry program's annual budget
requests.
F-34 The character of the City's neighborhoods should be developed through
distinctive plantings and design approaches. New plantings should extend and
enhance the distinctive landscape character and patterns of the regions in which
they occur, incorporating the design guidelines recommendations and planting
palette of the Forestry Master Plan.
Topic: Tree Placement
Policies:
F-35 Repealed.
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F-36 A strong complement of street trees should be provided, especially when they
are planted in easements behind the sidewalk or are otherwise not visibly part of
the public right-of-way. A clear pattern of street trees is often not discernable in
some new subdivisions where all planting occurs behind the sidewalk. The
widespread use of narrow "monolithic" sidewalks immediately behind the curb
places required street trees in the public service easement, rather than in a
clearly defined public planting strip. While this placement may benefit trees by
giving them more root room, it can also reduce their visual impact as well as
reduce their ability to shade the street. Such plantings should be of a scale and
regularity which provides both ample shading and a visual consistency to the
street.
F-37 The City should consider alternatives to existing right-of-way standards to
provide greater tree coverage between the street and sidewalk. Wide parkways
in residential areas, meandering sidewalks, and planting areas for clusters of
plants give consistency to the neighborhood while providing more ample growing
areas for trees.
Topic: Site appropriate plantings
Trees selected solely for their aesthetic character can be unattractive if they are not well
adapted to site conditions or are drastically pruned to avoid conflicts with other site
features. Ironically, trees which are selected only for aesthetics often detract from the
City's environment through their poor performance.
Policy:
F-38 Environmental factors should be given equal weight with aesthetic considerations
when making planting decisions. Careful use of the City's tree selection criteria
and planting palette should be required to assure environmentally appropriate
selections that also enhance the aesthetic character of the community.
F.

ASSURING COORDINATION AMONG CITY DEPARTMENTS AND WITH
OTHER JURISDICTIONS

Topic: Coordination Between Departments
Multiple public agencies play important roles in the management of Thousand Oaks'
community forest. As a result, the interconnected nature of the community forest is
sometimes the subject of disconnected decisions. Fostering cooperation among these
major players, and the various constituencies they represent, is a major contribution to
the health and character of the community forest.
Decisions in virtually every City department have an impact on the community forest.
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Because trees are such a widespread part of the environment, they raise concerns and
opportunities relating to most city services from fire protection to libraries.
Policies:
F-39 Close communication and cooperation should be maintained among City
departments on tree related issues. All City departments should seek the advice
and assistance of the Public Works Director and the Community Development
Director in any tree-related decision. City staff should post articles and notices in
the City newsletter regarding tree related issues as appropriate.
F-40 All functions of the community forest program should be coordinated within the
City. City staff responsible for implementing the community forestry program shall
possess the technical and managerial expertise, perspectives and experience
necessary to professionally manage the program.
Topic: Communication with Other Agencies
Several jurisdictions other than the City are actively engaged in community forestry
within Thousand Oaks. The Conejo Recreation and Park District, the Conejo Open
Space Conservation Agency, the Conejo Valley Unified School District, the Ventura
County Flood Control District and Fire Departments, Caltrans and Southern California
Edison all deal directly with trees in the City. Communication between these groups
and the City usually occurs as particular issues arise. Together, these jurisdictions
plant and maintain a tremendous amount of acreage in the City. When major planting
or maintenance efforts are undertaken by these groups, it is desirable for the City to
formally review and comment on the proposed work.
Caltrans maintains approximately 500 acres of freeway right-of-way in Thousand Oaks,
much of which is under-planted. The impression of the community from the freeways is
of major importance in forming the image of the City for both residents and visitors. The
substantial area adjacent to the freeways offers many planting opportunities both to
improve this impression and to help soften the impact of the freeway on the surrounding
landscape.
Policy:
F-41 Repealed.
Policy:
F-42 The City should foster regular communication with Caltrans to implement freeway
planting and maintenance programs compatible with the City's community forest
goals. The community forest program should establish close communication with
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the State to assure the appropriate development of this important forest
resource, in accordance with the Forestry Master Plan and the Freeway Corridor
Guidelines.
Topic: Coordination with SCE
Trees and overhead utilities can create conflicts that are often resolved at the expense
of the tree. Although maintenance of electrical power is of critical importance, pruning
can frequently be accomplished with less damage to the trees and for little or no
additional cost by applying timely and appropriate pruning practices.
Policies:
F-43 The City should request Southern California Edison to notify City staff prior to
intended pruning so that the City can review the proposed pruning and provide
appropriate feedback and/or supervision. SCE pruning on public streets should
be done pursuant to the public-right-of-way landscape ordinance. Before issuing
an approval, City staff should determine if any special conditions which may
pertain to the particular trees, such as the class of pruning that should be used.
F-44 The City should encourage Southern California Edison crews to follow City and
ISA pruning standards.
F-45 The City should plant tree species that will not interfere with existing overhead
utilities, and also replace existing problem trees under lines. City staff should
determine the distance necessary to protect the root zone and should prescribe
any compensatory pruning or other work that may be needed to offset roots that
are damaged.
G.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION

The private sector has been largely responsible for establishing Thousand Oaks'
community forest. Under City guidance, developers have planted street trees and
common areas. Businesses have landscaped their setbacks and parking lots.
Homeowners have improved their properties. Greater involvement of the private sector
in the ongoing care and enhancement of the resource they have helped create will
ensure a broad base of support for trees in the City.
F-46 Repealed.
Topic: Trees on Private Property
A large portion of the community forest is located on private property. In numbers of
trees, variety of design opportunities and availability of resources, the potential growth
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of the community forest beyond the public right-of-way is immense.
Policies:
F-47 The City should assure ample off-street plantings in new developments and,
where practical, in rehabilitations. Whenever the City issues a building permit for
construction, it should require appropriate landscaping pursuant to its Guidelines
for Landscape Planting and Irrigation Plans. City staff shall assure compatibility
with adjacent right-of-way and public service easement plantings.
F-48 The City should ensure that homeowners' associations and others responsible
for landscapes fronting public streets plant and maintain these areas in
conformance with City standards. The City should require planting and
maintenance in accordance with the Guidelines for Landscape Planting. In
administering these guidelines, City staff should assure that planting is
compatible with adjacent public and private plantings and that the required
maintenance plan references City standards. City staff should take necessary
steps to enforce these provisions, including protection of landscapes installed
under the guidelines, while also undertaking public education efforts to
encourage the proper maintenance of all trees within the City.
F-49 Repealed.
Topic: Role of Landscape Industry
There are few programs encouraging local businesses to be involved in the community
forest. The support of trees is an appealing way in which the private sector can express
community pride. Public/private partnerships can benefit the community forest.
Policies:
F-50 Repealed.
F-51 City staff should work with nurseries, landscape architects and contractors, and
other local "green industries" in promoting the community forest program where
appropriate.
Topic: Community Involvement
An on-going means of public participation in City policies relating to trees would
strengthen implementation of the policies. There are numerous aspects of the
community forestry program, such as tree removals and neighborhood plantings, where
broad-based citizen involvement would assist the City in implementing its policies.
Policies:
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F-52 An ad-hoc tree advisory committees should be established as needed to help
implement the Forestry Element and Forestry Master Plan. The purpose of the
committees should be to review specific issues or programs of particular
relevance to the forestry program.
F-53 Residents of all ages should be directly involved in planting their neighborhoods
through a neighborhood planting program. The City should foster the
implementation of a resident-based neighborhood planting program, providing
City coordination, technical assistance and planting resources in planting existing
neighborhoods where trees are needed. The City should publicize and promote
the program and identify volunteer planting coordinators within each
neighborhood to enlist the participation of their neighbors.
Topic: Public Education
Community forestry education can benefit trees, students and the community at large.
Reaching residents with information about the importance and practice of community
forestry provides an avenue for teaching a wide range of skills and attitudes.
Policies:
F-54 and F-55 Repealed
F-56 An active program of public education about the community forest should be
pursued. The City should use all available means to reach as wide a public
audience as possible with information about the value of the community forest
and the forestry program. Easy access to forestry information should be
provided.
Topic: Community Awareness
The City's community forestry program offers ongoing opportunities to build a sense of
civic pride and accomplishment. The community creativity engendered by working on
the community forest can be activated and celebrated on a continuing basis.
Policies:
F-57 The importance of trees should be emphasized through annual events and/or
community plantings, such as the annual Arbor/Earth Day events.
F-58 The City should maintain its “Adopt an Oak” program, in order to allow
opportunities to recognize individuals, and to raise funds for natural open space
protection.
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CHAPTER 4
RELATED POLICIES AND REGULATIONS
A.

COMMUNITY FOREST PROTECTION AND MAINTENANCE ORDINANCES
AND STANDARDS

This section summarizes the City's ordinances and standards relating to trees as of
2016. The full text of each is available at the City's Public Works and Community
Development Departments.
1. Landscaping Provisions in Public Rights-of-Way
Purpose and intent (Sec. 7-2.901): Establishes the public purpose served by trees
and other landscaping within the City, including City beautification, enhancement of
the visual character of streets, reduction of thermal increase by shading paved
areas, increased contact with nature, amelioration of air pollution, provision of
economic benefits, improvement of visual identity and environmental quality, and
enhancement of scenic highways.
General requirements: Landscape plans (Sec. 7-2.903): Requires developers to hire
a landscape architect to prepare and oversee implementation of landscape plans for
primary or secondary highways adjacent to a development. Plans are to be
prepared in consultation with and approved by the Public Works and Community
Development Departments.
Medians: Types of landscaping required (Sec. 7-2.904): Specifies kinds of
landscape treatment according to median widths and traffic sight distances.
Trees in parkways, public service easements, and the like (Sec. 7-2.905): Requires
developer to install street trees on fronting streets prior to occupancy of any
structure. The type of tree for each street is to be approved by the Public Works and
Community Development Departments. Provides for City Engineer to assist
developers in designating street trees and for Council adoption of standard
specifications for street tree planting.
Trimming, removal, and replacement of parkway and other trees (Sec. 7-2.906):
Requires developer to replace dead, dying or diseased trees within one year of final
occupancy of a development. Thereafter, the City is to be responsible for all tree
maintenance. Requires City approval to effect any parkway tree. Requires any
removed parkway tree to be replaced with a City-approved species.
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Repairs of street improvements within public rights-of-way where damages have
been caused by street trees (Sec. 7-2.907): Provides for City to repair damages to
street improvements caused by street tree roots, to remove trees causing damage,
and to replace such trees with an approved species. A fronting property owner may
retain an offending tree by assuming the responsibility to pay for any future damage
that it may cause. Oaks and historic trees should not be removed.
Scenic highways (Sec. 7-2.908): Requires specific design measures on highways
designated in the Scenic Highways Element of the General Plan, including
continuous medians and parkways developed with a dominant landscape theme.
Installation and maintenance programs, costs, and operation for medians and
parkways on secondary and primary highways, including scenic highways (Sec. 72.909): Requires improvement of medians and parkways on secondary and primary
highways as condition of development approvals. Provides for Council
establishment of landscape maintenance districts for specific areas to share
installation and maintenance costs for medians and parkways. Provides for Council
adoption of capital improvement programs to construct median and parkway
improvements on primary and secondary-highways, with priority given to scenic
highways in general and Moorpark Road and Thousand Oaks Boulevard in
particular.
Planting and erecting hedges, shrubs, and fences (Sec. 7-2.911): Requires a permit
for hedges, shrubs and fences within or obstructing public right-of-way.
Maintenance of hedges, shrubs, and fences (Sec. 7-2.912): Requires maintenance
of hedges, shrubs and fences within the right-of-way, subject to their removal if not
maintained.
Street tree planting (Sec. 9-3.1006):
Requires subdivision improvement agreements to provide for at least one street tree
for every lot or two for corner lots. Street tree plans are to be prepared by a licensed
landscape architect and approved by the City. Specific tree species will be reviewed
and approved by the City in accordance with the Forestry Master Plan. Trees are to
be installed prior to final City acceptance.
2. Standard Specifications for Subdivision Street Tree Planting: Specifies procedure for
planting street trees, including plan preparation and approval, bonds, timing, species
selection, plant and soil materials, soil analysis, planting locations, staking, inspection
and maintenance. Provides official street tree list. References City standard tree
planting and staking detail.
3. Guidelines for Landscape Planting and Irrigation Plans: (Res. No. 2007-116) General
Requirements - Specifies required submittals, fees, plan inclusions, reviews,
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inspections and approvals for private landscape improvements in connection with
building permits. Requires landscape architect to prepare plans. Requires existing
trees of certain species to be indicated on plans.
Planting Plans - Specifies design elements and graphic standards to be included on
plans. Requires planting for erosion control, fire clearance zones, screening, solar
control, design continuity and aesthetic enhancement. Encourages drought-tolerant,
low-fuel, climatically adapted plants. Requires preservation measures for existing
trees and soil analysis.
Irrigation Plans - Specifies design elements and graphic standards for irrigation plans.
Requires automatic system designed for healthy growth with minimum water waste.
Requires separate control valves for planting areas with different watering needs.
Encourages low volume sprinkler heads.
4. General Installation Requirements of Parking Areas (Sec. 9-4.2404(e)):
Requires that ten percent of parking lot area be landscaped, in addition to setbacks
and perimeter landscaping of various widths. Specifies distribution of landscape
areas, curbs, height of shrubs, irrigation and plan submittal and approval.
5. Preservation and Protection of Landmark and Historical Trees Ordinance (Thousand
Oaks Municipal Code, Title 9, Chapter 4, Article 43): Recognizes "the unique and
irreplaceable value of landmark trees" and declares the City's intention to preserve
them. Defines "landmark trees" (see Ordinance for specific trunk size thresholds to
determine landmark status) as California sycamores, all species of the Genus
Quercus, California holly or toyon, black walnut, and California bay laurel, and
specimens of other species deemed historically or culturally significant. Establishes
minimum standards for the protection of such trees, including protective devices,
grading and filling limitations, and prohibitions of chemical usage and attachment of
signs or other fixtures. Provides for preservation of such trees where feasible within
existing and proposed public rights-of-way. Requires identification of landmark trees
on development plans and permit applications and review by Planning Commission.
6. Oak Tree Ordinance (Thousand Oaks Municipal Code, Title 9, Chapter 4, Article 42)
and Oak Tree Preservation and Protection Guidelines (Res. No. 2010-14): Sets forth
a policy to preserve healthy oak trees in the City and details its implementation
including extensive guidelines and procedures. Obligates property owners to
maintain oaks in good health and safe condition and requires a permit for any work
affecting an oak. Establishes procedures and standards for issuing permits and
conditions for removal of trees. Sets violation as a misdemeanor and provides for
restitution to the City for loss or damaged trees, including replacement with two or
more trees of like size and value.
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THE FORESTRY MASTER PLAN

Another product of the City's concern for the protection and enhancement of the
community forest is the Forestry Master Plan. The Forestry Master Plan is a guide for
planting and managing City-maintained landscaping, including, medians, parkways and
City-maintained street trees.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
Policy

Topic

Implementation Program

F-1

Forestry Program
Implementation

Review development projects and ensure capital
improvement projects are consistent with the
Community Forest Element and Forestry Master Plan.

F-2

Ordinances
reflective of Forestry
Master Plan

Periodic review and update City ordinances to ensure
consistency in implementing Forestry Master Plan.

F-3

Review of Forestry
Master Plan and
Community Forest
Element

Periodically review and update Forestry Master Plan
and Community Forest Element to ensure consistency
in implementing forestry program.

F-4

Planting and
maintenance
standards

Continue to implement planting and maintenance
standards set forth in the Forestry Master Plan.

F-5

Training program for
tree workers

Continue comprehensive training program for City tree
workers.

F-6

Collaboration
between City staff

Develop regular meetings between City staff involved
with the community forest for training, exchange of
ideas and problem solving.

F-7

Development of tree
inventory

Implement a tree inventory program as the bases for
managing the community forest.

F-8

Maintenance
resources

Continue allocating maintenance resources where they
will have long-term benefits.

F-9

Minimize the use of
turf

Limit the use of turf in new development projects.
Where possible, reduce the amount of turf areas in
publicly maintained parkways and medians in favor of
plantings that require less water and maintenance.

F-10

Objective tree
removal criteria and
evaluation

Continue evaluating requests for the removal of street
trees based upon the objective removal criteria
established in the Municipal Code.
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Policy

Topic

Implementation Program

F-11

Selecting
replacement trees

F-12

Special design
solutions

Continue replacing street trees that are removed with
replacements that are not likely to cause the same
problems.
Incorporate special design techniques into projects that
will prevent or minimize potential pavement damage by
tree roots.
Consider the incorporation of special design
techniques to prevent future pavement damage when
repairing root-damaged pavement.

F-13

Enforcement of oak
and landmark tree
ordinances

Continue to apply the City’s Oak and Landmark
Preservation and Protection Ordinances for any work
within the protected zone of an oak or landmark tree of
the appropriate sizes.

F-14

Identification and
protection of historic
trees

Identify and protect historic trees in the community as
appropriate.

F-15

Regulating removal
of trees

Continue to require the identification of existing trees
on development plans, and their preservation in place
where possible.

F-16

Tree pruning on
public land

Tree pruning on public land not performed by City
crews require approval by City staff and is required to
comply with International Society of Arboriculture and
City standards.

F-17

Repealed

F-18

Repealed

F-19

Tree pests and
disease problems

Monitor and prevent pest and disease problems.

F-20

Disposal of tree
waste

Continue the recycling of tree waste.
Special care should be employed when dealing with
trees that may harbor disease or pests.

F-21

Required street trees

Require all new development to plant street trees in
accordance with applicable ordinances.

F-22

Diversity of species
and age

Monitor tree species and age composition to maintain
a diverse forest.
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Policy

Topic

Implementation Program

F-23

Selection of tree
species

F-24

Site and growing
conditions

Ensure the selection of plant species is well adapted to
site conditions through project review.
Ensure adequate space and site conditions for tree
growth to full maturity through project review.
Consider expanding existing tree well sizes where
appropriate.
Incorporate parkway planters in new development
wherever possible.

F-25

Replant existing
neighborhoods

Develop program to replant existing neighborhoods
where street trees are missing.

F-26

Tree canopy
coverage of parking
areas

Maximize canopy coverage of paved parking areas
through project review.

F-27

Water management
plan

Develop water management plan to reduce irrigation
associated with public plantings.

Use drought tolerant plantings in public plantings and
water conserving irrigation systems to reduce water
consumption.

Use permeable paving material, where feasible, to
allow groundwater infiltration and reduce stormwater
runoff.
F-28

Participation in Tree
City USA program

Apply yearly for Tree City, USA designation.

F-29

Participation in
reforestation
programs with nonprofits

Monitor programs and participate where appropriate.
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Incorporate the use of native species, including oak
trees, where appropriate and adequate growing
conditions can be provided.
Continue to require oak trees to be planted in visually
important areas and intersections.
Continue to apply the City’s Oak and Landmark Tree
Preservation and Protection Ordinances.

F-31

Support oak
protection programs

F-32

Extend and Improve
streetscape themes

Participate with statewide efforts to protect and plant
oak trees.
Continue to extend existing planting themes along
existing streets as new projects are developed.
Prioritize opportunities and budget resources to
enhance street plantings on existing streets throughout
the City.

F-33

Special plantings at
highly visible
locations and major
intersections

Require special plantings at major intersections and
other important visible locations through project review.

F-34

Develop character
through distinctive
planting

Incorporate distinctive plantings and design
approaches in new development projects.

F-35

Repealed

F-36

Strong complement
of street trees

Continue to require a strong complement of trees
associated with new development, especially when
planted behind the sidewalk or otherwise not visibly
part of the public right-of-way.

F-37

Alternative right of
way standards for
greater canopy
coverage

Consider alternative right-of-way designs for greater
tree coverage and ample growing space.

F-38

Environmentally
appropriate
plantings

Specific environmental factors associated with an area
need to be taken into account when planting decisions
are made.
Review environmental conditions for selection of
appropriate plantings through project review.
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Implementation Program

F-39

Communication and
coordination
between
departments

Continue close relationships between City
Departments with regard to forestry programs,
particularly the Public Works and Community
Development Departments.
Periodically provide news or articles in City employee
newsletters.

F-40

Coordinated forestry
program

F-41

Repealed

F-42

Communication with
CalTrans

Work with CalTrans to ensure adequate freeway
planting in accordance with the Forestry Master Plan
and other City programs.

F-43

Coordination with
Southern California
Edison (SCE)

Coordinate with SCE to develop system of notification
and channel for feedback on tree pruning projects
within the City.

F-44

SCE pruning
standards

F-45

Avoid planting trees
that interfere with
utility lines

Encourage SCE follow International Society of
Arboriculture pruning standards.
Avoid planting trees that will interfere with overhead
utility lines.

Implement a coordinated community forestry program
to meet policies outlined in the Forestry Element, the
Municipal Code and Forestry Master Plan.

Continue to require the undergrounding of overhead
utility lines associated with development projects.

F-46

Repealed

F-47

Planting in new or
renovated projects

Through project review, apply City’s Ordinances and
policy resolutions pertaining to landscaping to ensure
ample planting adjacent to buildings, within parking
areas and on slopes.

F-48

Maintenance of
landscape areas
adjacent to streets

Require homeowner associations and others to
maintain landscaping that is adjacent to public streets.

F-49

Repealed

F-50

Repealed

F-51

Involvement of
landscape industry

Develop opportunities for the involvement of landscape
professionals and nurseries.
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Topic

Implementation Program

F-52

Ad-hoc tree advisory
committees

Form ad-hoc tree advisory committees for forestry
issues or projects as appropriate.

F-53

Resident
involvement and
planting

Develop and/or promote neighborhood planting
program.

F-54

Repealed

F-55

Repealed

F-56

Public education

Provide the public with easy access to forestry
information.

F-57

Annual events

Continue annual Arbor/Earth Day celebration.

F-58

”Adopt an Oak”
Program

Continue to implement the “Adopt and Oak” program.
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